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Northwest Wildlife Preservation Society (NWPS) is 

a registered charity (Reg. 0793174-54 BN # 13302 

9140) incorporated in 1987 as a non-profit society. 

To develop and provide educational, research 

and advisory services that advance the public’s 

awareness and knowledge about wildlife and 

wildlife systems in northwest North America.  

To ensure that healthy wildlife systems 

throughout northwest North America are pre-

served for their own intrinsic worth and for 

the appreciation of all. 
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A Message from the Board 

Volunteerism is “the policy or practice of donating one's time or 

talents for charitable, educational, or other worthwhile activities, 

especially in one's community.”  Some people think volunteers 

are amateurs.  The dictionary definition of an amateur is “a  

person who engages in a study, sport, or other activity for  

pleasure rather than for financial benefit or professional  

reasons.” The root of the word “amateur” is the Latin amato, 

amare – to love.  NWPS has been honored with the “love” of so 

many volunteers and because of them we have managed to 

survive and thrive.  We are very grateful to all the volunteers 

who spend innumerable number of hours supporting our programs and administrative  

processes.  Without our volunteers NWPS would be half the organization we are today. 

Over the past two years NWPS has been through a significant amount of transformation.  

We have become landowners with the responsibility of providing stewardship for a bird and 

wildlife sanctuary, we are responding to economic pressures faced by schools and have 

increased our need to seek support for our Education Programs and we continue to deal 

with staff turnover which impacts our continuity. 

Though we may be emerging from the recession, the restraints required to survive remain.  

A difficult decision to no longer have a funded Executive Director‟s position was made by 

the Board.  Ann Peters, who has occupied the Executive Director‟s position for many years 

graciously resigned from her post but continues on as a volunteer Executive Director  

continuing  to support the Society.  We are grateful to Ann for both past and future  

contributions to and efforts on behalf of NWPS. 

Another dedicated volunteer, Special Project Manager, David Craig, continues to place the 

best interests of the Society foremost, and handles a myriad of details that advance the 

Society year after year.  Our land acquisition of Manley Farm on Vancouver Island could 

not have been completed without the shepherding of David, working in concert with our  

fellow Director, Woody Hayes.  NWPS is grateful to David for his dedication and hard work 

and continues to rely on his expertise and guidance with respect to the stewardship of the 

Manley Farm and honoring of the terms of the will of our benefactor, Mrs. Cynthia Patience 

Granfield. 

NWPS is developing plans to grow our outreach on Vancouver Island, taking advantage of 

the significant presence we now have there through Manley Farm.  Your Board added two 

new members from the Island to bolster the contributions of Woody Hayes.  We welcome 

Rob Wickson and Richard Jacques.  Both Rob and Richard are long-term Vancouver  

Island residents and each brings a wealth of background and experience to the Board.  

Rob is a past Chair of the BC Chamber of Commerce and a past President of the Victoria 

Chamber of Commerce, an experienced Economic Consultant, businessman and  
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non-profit Director in his own right.  Richard, a nearby resident of the Manley Farm,  

recently retired from his own maintenance/mechanical services and products firm and has 

experience with managing farm operations.  He had worked with Mr. Granfield on the  

Manley Farm property in different capacities and has known the property and the Granfield 

family for over 30 years. 

The aforementioned individuals, along with the continued participation of Michele  

Kvarnstrom and James McBeath on the Board, have assisted me through this past year of 

transition and I am exceedingly grateful for their support. 

Our Society remains small but we try our best to do more with what resources we have.  

Our Education and Communications Coordinator, Darren Colello, continues to deliver  

outstanding environmental education programs to school aged children throughout the 

Lower Mainland and Vancouver Island broadcasting the Society‟s mission and vision to the 

community at-large.  This year Darren has again broken NWPS‟ record for delivery of  

programs.  Some of Darren‟s accomplishments in 2010: 

 

Delivered over 150 wildlife programs in schools, reaching  over 6,000 individuals 

Completed two successful Youth Estuary Stewardship Projects, removing over 9,500 

lbs of industrial woody debris from the Fraser River estuary, setting a new YES record 

Attended The Wildlife Festival in Jasper, where NWPS‟ education display was the most 

visited and engaging display which promoted our programs and the society‟s wildlife 

initiatives 

Received emails and calls requesting information on wildlife and our programs from a 

variety of locations including, (of course) BC, Montana, Pennsylvania, California,  

Minnesota, Washington, Mexico and India 

In the meantime, your Board has begun the process of integrating the Manley Farm  

property into the Society, meeting its inherent financial obligations, developing long-term 

strategies for land use and seeking even more volunteers, especially from Vancouver  

Island, to assist NWPS in growing in scope and size to meet these welcome challenges of 

stewardship. 

The Board sincerely thanks all volunteers, members, donors, funding agencies, partners 

and staff for making 2010 a major milestone in NWPS‟ history.  As we look forward to 2011 

and the work ahead, we proceed with renewed vigour and a spirit of optimism about our 

beloved wildlife in Northwest North America. 

 

 

 

Jim Pigott, C.M.C. 
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NWPS HISTORY 

 

Northwest Wildlife Preservation Society 

was incorporated in 1987 as a non-profit 

society, dedicated to preserving healthy 

wildlife and wildlife systems in northwest 

North America. Since that time, NWPS has 

earned a reputation within the  

environmental community as a powerful 

advocate for wildlife. This is largely 

through the development and delivery of a 

broad series of educational programs and 

services, newsletters and correspondence, 

which reach thousands of individuals  

annually. These activities include Wildlife 

Programs, Nature Walks and Workshops 

and Youth Estuary Stewardship Projects. 

Additionally, NWPS has worked, and  

continues to work, with many other  

environmental groups bringing together 

diverse interests in the areas of wildlife 

management policy, protection and  

conservation.   
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Highlights – Environmental Education Programs  

Preservation through Education, Awareness and Stewardship  

 

2010 turned out to be another great year for NWPS.  Our society provided wildlife 
education programs throughout the Lower Mainland as well as central Vancouver 
Island. Our educational and stewardship programs reached over 6,000 individuals 
ranging in age from pre-kindergarten to seniors.  

    

 

 

Our Wildlife Programs provide a wonderful educational experience for students and 
community members to learn and become excited about British Columbia‟s wildlife 
and wildlife habitat. During 2010, NWPS offered environmental education programs 
on the following topics: 

 

 

 

      
WILDLIFE 

PROGRAMS 

  

 
NATURE 
WALKS &  

WORKSHOPS 

 

YES 
(Youth Estuary 

Stewardship) 

  

EVENTS 

  

number 

  

115 

  

  

17 

  

2 

  

6 

 

# of  

participants 

  

4,282 

  

  

598 

  

61 

  

1,175 

Bats Bears Climate Change & Wildlife 

Endangered Species Owls Reptiles and Amphibians 

Salmon Temperate Rainforest Wolves 

Wildcats of BC Wildlife of BC   
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Nature Walks & Workshop programs allow youth to connect with the natural world 
through outdoor environmental education in local wildlife habitats.  Children learn 
the importance of environmental stewardship and how critical wildlife and wild 
spaces are to the ecosystem.  Through guided nature walks participants learn how 
to do wildlife observations, participate in stewardship activities such as building bat 
and owl boxes, work to remove invasive plant species and plant trees.  Students 
are provided a wealth of information about wildlife and wildlife habitats. Through the 
generous support of our sponsors, students were able to visit Lynn Canyon Park, 
Burnaby Lake Regional Park, Capilano River Regional Park, Hastings Park, Deas 
Island Regional Park and Tynehead Regional Park. 

 

Through the Youth Estuary Stewardship Project, NWPS aims to protect one of  
Canada‟s most important estuarine habitats, the Lower Fraser River Basin. This 
ecosystem is one of the most bio-diverse and serves as an important habitat for  
invertebrates, fish, birds, and mammals.   

 
This in-depth program involves in-class sessions as well as field days. Students are 
first presented with an introduction to estuaries and their importance to wildlife. 
They are also provided critical information for their field studies.  In the field,  
students participate in a wide variety of activities including bird and wildlife  
identification, water quality testing and vegetation surveys.  

         

Field days are also spent at London‟s Landing in south Richmond where students 
participate in industrial woody debris clean up.  Woody debris crushes native  
vegetation and decreases the overall biodiversity along the Fraser River. The 2010 
project was the most successful ever with students removing over 9,500 lbs (4,300 
kgs) of woody debris! This was an astonishing amount and a new record for the 
program.  Within a week native vegetation was already on the rebound and a great 
variety of wildlife species were returning to the area.  In the last three years alone, 
over 23,000 lbs (10,500 kgs) of industrial woody debris has been removed from this 
site. 
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2010 Special Events 

NWPS celebrated Earth week in April at EarthFest in Burnaby. 
This was a „wildly‟ successful event that hosted     several  
hundred individuals from dozens of communities. NWPS actively educated  
visitors on the extensive biodiversity of our province and highlighted the many  
incredible adaptations of various wildlife species.    

NWPS played an integral part at the Salmon  
Festival held at Noons Creek in Port Coquitlam.  
Community members participated in helping to release 
thousands of salmon fry to support their continued success 

as a species in this region. With good fortune, these fry will return 
to this same area as adults in years to come to spawn. Among the 
activities at the festival was an educational display by NWPS on 
salmon and the myriad of wildlife that depend on them. Guided 
nature walks throughout this pristine watershed were also held.  
This festival aims at highlighting salmon as an important  

keystone species in British Columbia and their significance as 
indicators of the health of the entire ecosystem. 

In  August, NWPS was invited to the Jasper Wildlife Festival in  
Jasper National Park.  This was an incredible event attended not only by 
western Canadians, but by individuals from several US states, England, 
Germany, Denmark, France, Mexico, China and even South Africa.  NWPS 
was one of the highlighted non-profits with an  
engaging display showcasing Canadian wildlife at 
its very best.  Reviews after the event were  
incredibly positive and the majority of visitors rated 
NWPS‟s display as the most engaging and  
educational of all.  In addition, special nature tours 
were provided highlighting various habitats within 
Jasper National Park, one of the grand  
jewels of the   Canadian Rockies.    
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In September, NWPS actively participated in the Great 
Canadian Shoreline Cleanup. Our efforts were part of an 
annual national event where individuals across Canada 
work to clear aquatic debris from shorelines.  Our intrepid 
team worked very hard cleaning several hundred metres of  
shoreline in Stanley Park, Vancouver.  In addition to cleaning up the 
local environment, the event aims to raise awareness about the  
effects of aquatic debris and water pollution. A special thanks to all 
volunteers for your help during this event; the wildlife greatly  
appreciate it.  
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     Highlights—Fundraising 

Corporate Sponsors 

2010 was an extremely challenging year for NWPS financially.  With the  
economic down turn many corporate funders were unable to provide support to 
our programs.  Having said this, NWPS has been very fortunate to have  
partnered with the most steadfast group of companies around and even during 
these challenging times, these organizations continued to be the backbone of 
our support which allowed us to survive when many other organizations were 
not so fortunate.  A very heartfelt Thank You goes out to our Corporate  
Sponsors again for providing us the opportunity to continue our work in the  
community: BC Hydro, Metropolis at Metrotown, Chevron, Royal Bank  
Foundation, Spectra Energy, Telus, Vancity, Capers, SC Johnson, TD Friends 
of the Environment, and Teekay Shipping. 

Annual Outreach 

Everyone was impacted by the challenges of 2010.  Not only were our  
corporate funders affected but our individual donors were impacted and we saw 
this during our annual outreach campaign.  As with our corporate sponsors, we 
have the most steadfast group of individual donors an organization could possi-
bly hope for and even though our supporters couldn‟t donate to the levels they 
had done in previous years, they continued to support us as best they could 
throughout 2010.  Without this loyal dedication on the part of each and every 
individual donor, NWPS would not have the privilege of continuing to  
deliver our environmental education programs. 

Green Ribbon Campaign 

2010 saw the 9
th
 year of our Green Ribbon Campaign be our most successful to 

date thanks to the invaluable support of Chevron, IGA and BC Liquor Distribution 
Board.  NWPS raised over $7,476 in donations and covered the Lower Mainland 
from West Vancouver to Langley and every point in between.  Thank you to the 
Board Members, Volunteers and staff that took the time to drop off and pick up 
our Green Ribbon donation boxes. 
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Pet Rescue Calendar 

NWPS continues to work with non-profit animal rescue groups trying to raise the 
profile of these organizations and the great work that they do in the community.  
Many of these groups are very small.  They work long, hard days rescuing,  
healing and then homing poor abandoned, neglected pets.  Thanks to the  
wonderful and generous support of TISOL, we have been successful in  
distributing over 5,000 calendars around the Lower Mainland raising awareness 
of the wonderful work these groups do.  We hope to continue our relationship 
with these organizations into the future. 

Special Thanks to Laura Comuzzi for her photography and graphic design work. 

Donors and Members 

Thank you to our corporate and individual membership base and significant 
individual donors who continue to support us in our efforts to provide  
environmental education programs throughout the province of BC.  It is this 
steadfast base of supporters that helps us know that we are doing  
something of value. 

 

R. Moore J. Heady G. Brown 

D. Desrosiers J. Skender M. McLaughlin 

N. Ewald D. Delong P. Granger 

P. Brasso J. Bruce R. Erickson 

J. Erickson G. David C. Tomkins 

L. Penner Captain Chen P. Braune 

M. Bye G. Ruizhen L. Hamilton 

Mr. Mike‟s  
Steakhouse & Bar 
 

Fraser River Wines Images on Video 

Royal Canadian 
Legion Br. 118 
 

Homelife Benchmark Prudential Sterling Realty 

Resinco Capital & 
Partners 

Universal Bakery Westwood Heights Pet  
Hospital 

 George the Cobbler  

Wendy D. Whitter 
Notary Public 

 
Sky Nails 

Sedrock Group 
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We still have a lot of work to do but 2010 
was a fairly productive year for  
repairs. We tackled two big  projects:  
replacing the domestic water line and  

repair of cottage roof. Still  
to do remain gravel pit  
remediation, power pole  
replacement, barn  
renovations, replacing pumps for farm  
irrigation, and maintenance of the  
driveway, fence, main house and farm 
drainage ditch. 
 

As with everything that NWPS does, we 
cannot be successful without the ongoing 
support of our sponsors.  Thank you to 
everyone that has provided funding and  
volunteer support to NWPS. 
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Highlights – Manley Farm  

 
In 2010 NWPS completed the title transfer of 240 acres of property in Cobble Hill 
on Vancouver Island from the Estate of C.P. Granfield.  NWPS has been tasked 
with the responsibility of ensuring the farmed acreage is worked in an  
environmentally sustainable manner and the wild spaces be protected for a bird 
and wildlife sanctuary.  To this end NWPS is in the process of developing a Land 
Use Plan with input from community stakeholders.  There are a vast array of  
projects that will need to be completed to bring the property to a level where we can 
rescue, rehabilitate and release injured or sick wildlife.  We are focused on  
developing a recognized facility and are working in partnership with Pacific  
Northwest Raptor, a specialist group in raptor rescue and rehabilitation.  We are 
looking to develop other partnerships as well to assist in creating our wildlife  
sanctuary. 
 

In July 2010 we received letters in confirmation of support from the neighbouring 
Arbutus Ridge Golf Club and the Cowichan Valley Regional District Parks,  
Recreation and Culture Department in developing a Land Use Plan for our property 
and in general for our planned activities in the area. We continue to apply for grants 
to fund development projects and outreach programs to garner more community 
support and involvement, and we hope to commence a lot of this work over the 
next few years.  
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Highlights – 2010 NWPS Volunteers 

  

NWPS is very fortunate to have support from such a wonderful, dedicated group of  
individuals. With their help, our society is able to accomplish so much more in the  
office, in schools and communities, and for local wildlife habitat. We greatly  
appreciate your dedication to our vision. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Danubio Aguiar   

Jesahel Almazan            

Dan Archers                                  
 
Linda Bakker                                               
 
Catherine Barr 

Willow Brown 

Elaine Chan 

William Chen            

Barbara- Lee Chmil 

Wendy Kam              

Irene Kong 

Michelle Kvarnstrom 

Claudius Lo 

James McBeath 

Julie Ann Madrigal 

Ghee Mendoza  

Alexandra P 

 

  

Laura Comuzzi          

David Craig 

Jasmin Crothers    

Imelda Dharmani   

Tony Fong 

Cole Grant 

Woody Hayes            

Angela Heil 

Cameron Hood 

Ann Peters 

Jim Pigott 

Alycia Porges       

Josie San Buenaventura 

Leah Taylor 

Claire Thompson                

Krysta Warren 

Adrian Wu 

Amanda Peters 
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Highlights – Financial Statements  

Treasurer’s Report – Management’s Statement on Financial Reporting 

The financial statements and all information in this annual report are the  
responsibility of management and have been approved by the Board of Direc-
tors.  The financial statements are based upon management‟s best estimates 
and  
judgements and have been prepared with the application of generally accepted  
accounting principles.  Financial information presented else where in this annual 
report is consistent with the financial statements.  To ensure the integrity and  
objectivity of the data, the management maintains a system of internal controls 
comprising of policies and procedures that provide reasonable assurance that 
transactions are recorded and executed in accordance with their authorization, 
that assets are properly safeguarded, and that reliable financial records are be-
ing  

Highlights – Financial Statements  

Treasurer’s Report – Management’s Statement on Financial  

Reporting 

 
The financial statements and all information in this annual report are the  
responsibility of management and have been approved by the Board of  
Directors. The financial statements are based upon management‟s best  
estimates and judgements and have been prepared with the application 
of generally accepted accounting principles.  Financial information  
presented else where in this annual report is consistent with the  
financial statements. To ensure the integrity and objectivity of the data, 
the management maintains a system of internal controls comprising of  
policies and procedures that provide reasonable assurance that  
transactions are recorded and executed in accordance with their  
authorization, that assets are properly safeguarded, and that reliable  
financial records are being maintained.   

NOTICE TO READERS 

These financial  
statements have not 
been audited.   
Readers are  
cautioned that these 
statements may not 
be appropriate for 
their purposes. 
 
Vancouver, BC 

March 31, 2011 
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STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENSE AND  
SURPLUS – UNAUDITED 

      

    

YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31 2010   2009 

    

REVENUE    

    

Support Contributions (Note 2)  $            1,517,181    $           145,948  

Rental & Miscellaneous (Note 3)  $                 31,376     $             14,177  

  $            1,548,557     $           160,125  

    

Campaign Sales (Note 4)  $               151,751    $           145,897  

Cost of Goods Sold (Note 5)  $            (109,044)    $         (118,512) 

Net Contribution from Campaigns  $                 42,707     $             27,386  

    

TOTAL NET REVENUE  $            1,591,264     $           187,510  

    

EXPENSE    

    

Bird & Wildlife Sanctuary    

Maintenance  $                   3,753    $                       -    

Loan Interest & Property Taxes  $                 18,831    $                       -    

General & Administration  $                   1,277     $                       -    

  $                 23,860     $                       -    

Environmental Education & Stewardship    

Salaries & Benefits  $                 89,741    $             92,448  

Support Expenses  $                 15,370    $             23,364  

Office Expenses  $                 13,874    $             14,142  

Rent Expenses  $                 24,250     $             17,865  

  $               143,235     $           147,819  

    

TOTAL EXPENSE  $               167,096     $           147,819  

    

EXCESS OF REVENUE OVER EXPENSES FOR THE YEAR  $            1,424,169     $             39,691  

    

SURPLUS AT BEGINNING OF YEAR  $               151,589    $           111,898  

Granfield Trust Surplus Transfer to NWPS  $                   2,858     $                    -    

     

SURPLUS AT END OF YEAR  $            1,578,616     $           151,589  
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS – UNAUDITED       

    

YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31 2010   2009 

    

CASH FLOWS FROM (USED IN) OPERATION:    

    

OPERATING ACTIVITIES    

Excess (Deficit) of revenue over expenses for the year  $           1,424,169    $             39,691  

Non-cash Contributions in Kind  $         (1,455,140)   $                       -  

       

    

Net Cash Flow (Deficit) from Operating Activities  $              (30,972)    $             39,691  

    

Cash flows from (used for) non-cash working capital  $                   4,309     $             15,490  

    

CASH FLOWS FROM (USED) IN OPERATIONS  $              (26,662)    $             55,182  

    

FINANCING ACTIVITIES    

Mortgage Loan  $               200,000    $                       -  

Discharge of Loan on Receipt of Manley Farm  $            (150,173)   $                       -  

Granfield Trust Surplus Transfer to NWPS  $                   2,858      

NET CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES  $                 52,685     $                       -  

    

INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES    

Manley Farm Acquisition Costs  $              (17,753)   $                       -  

GIC to secure Reclamation Bond  $              (10,000)   $                       -  

Manley Farm Cottage Roof & Domestic Water  $              (33,921)    $                       -  

NET CASH (USED) FOR INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES  $              (61,674)    $                       -  

    

CASH AT BEGINNING OF YEAR  $                 94,937     $             39,755  

    

CASH AT END OF YEAR  $                 59,286     $             94,937  
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS – UNAUDITED       

    

YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31 2010   2009 

    

1.  SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES   

    

a)  Amortization    

The Society has decided not to record amortization with    

regard to its Manley Farm assets    

    

b)  Deferred revenue    

Grants and donations received in the year with restrictions on 
their use are deferred until the applicable conditions have been 
fulfilled. 

   

    

    

2.  SUPPORT CONTRIBUTIONS    

    

Corporations  $                 38,251    $             27,951  

Foundations  $                   9,500    $               8,000  

Donations & Bequests  $            1,463,730    $           102,943  

Wildlife Education  $                   4,556    $               5,638  

Membership Fees  $                   1,145     $               1,416  

    

  $            1,517,181     $           145,948  

3.  MISCELLANEOUS    

    

Manley Farm Rental  $                 26,612    $                       -    

Rental Income  $                   3,000    $               9,849  

Interest Income  $                      204    $                      0  

Sundry Income  $                   1,560     $               4,327  

    

  $                 31,376     $             14,177  
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS – UNAUDITED       

    

YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31 2010   2009 

    

4.  CAMPAIGN SALES    

Wildlife Images  $                        60    $               1,278  

Animal Rescue  $                   7,663    $               6,593  

Community Outreach  $               135,665    $           132,425  

Green Ribbon  $                   8,364     $               5,601  

    

  $               151,751     $           145,897  

    

5.  COST OF GOODS SOLD    

Wildlife Images  $                          -      $                  195  

Animal Rescue  $                   7,537    $               8,672  

Community Outreach  $               101,507    $           107,004  

Green Ribbon  $                          -       $               2,640  

    

  $               109,044     $           118,512  

    

6.  B.C. GAMING GRANTS    

Account Balance as at Beginning of Year  $                        94    $               9,924  

B.C. Gaming Grant Revenue    $                       -    

Expenses - Salaries      $             (9,830) 

Account Balance as at Year End  $                        94     $                    94  

    

The B.C. Gaming Grants are required to be maintained in  
separate bank accounts with accountability for expenditures 
from that account being demonstrably applied to the project for 
which the grant was provided. 

   

    

7.  GRANFIELD TRUST    

Northwest Wildlife Preservation Society has signed an  
agreement with the estate of Ms. C. Granfield for the transfer of 
approximately 240 acres of property on Vancouver Island  
located a few miles south of Duncan, BC.  The agreement  
reflects provisions in Ms. Granfield's will requiring the  
property to be preserved as a farm and to the greatest extent 
possible for a bird and wildlife sanctuary.  NWPS has now 
completed the legal transfer of the property from the Granfield 
Estate to the Society.  Consequently the Society no longer  
accounts for the property as a Trust. 
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Highlights – What’s to come in 2011 

 
2011 is going to be a great year for NWPS as we focus on growth. With twenty four years of  
experience fine-tuning our programs, NWPS is looking to expand current operations further 
east. We continue to build relationships with our friends in the Kootenays, Jasper and Ontario 
and hope to pilot the implementation of our education programs in those regions.  

 

As always, we will continue to focus on and further develop our education programs currently 

delivered throughout the Greater Vancouver Area and Vancouver Island, instilling in  

participants a connection with and responsibility for protecting wildlife. We have already  

secured funding for our 2011 YES program, thanks to Vancity, Royal Bank Foundation, Shell  

Foundation, Spectra Energy and the W. Garfield Weston Foundation. In early summer two 

classes from inner-city schools in Surrey and Vancouver will get hands-on experience  

learning about wildlife through a series of preparatory in-class workshops and field trips into 

local wildlife spaces. Taking field observations, species counts, doing water quality testing 

and spending a whole day participating in an industrial woody debris clean-up along the  

Fraser River, students will get the opportunity to connect with nature by seeing first-hand how 

they can make a difference ensuring that a healthy environment is sustained.    

 

Over on Vancouver Island NWPS has big plans. Whereas 2010 saw a lot of much-needed 

maintenance work on the Manley Farm property, 2011 will be focused on moving forward,  

finalizing the Land Use Plan, rehabilitating the wild spaces, and integrating the surrounding 

communities into supporting our activities.  With the help of our new Board members based 

on the island, we are hoping to attract new funders to help us commence this work in the 

spring of 2012. To help accommodate the organization‟s 

growth, NWPS welcomes a new Executive  

Assistant to the team to provide operational 

management support and to help promote the 

Society‟s objectives through fundraising and 

profile-building activities. Kristine Krynitzki 

brings with her diverse experience as a past 

Account Manager at Manulife Financial, Office 

& Finance Manager at a primate and  

environment conservation organization in 

West Africa and most recently as the  

Communications Coordinator for a small  

wetland preservation society in Delta, BC.  

 
There is a lot of work to be done but with the 
dedication of our supportive team of Directors, 
staff members, volunteers, members and  
donors, 2011 is sure to be a great year. 
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